
News Break Scavenger Hunt   

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, October 10, 
2021 print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions. 

1. ________________, whose coronavirus vaccine appears to be the world’s 
best defense against COVID-19, has been supplying its shots almost 
exclusively to wealthy nations, keeping poorer countries waiting and 
earning billions in profit. (MAIN) 

2. What actor hasn’t ruled out running for governor of Texas but says he’ll 
only consider it if he can make himself “useful” in the role? (MAIN) 

3. TODAY IN HISTORY: President John F. Kennedy, responding to the 
thalidomide birth defects crisis, signed an amendment to the Federal 
Food, drug and cosmetic act requiring pharmaceutical companies to prove 
that their products are safe and effective before marketing.  What year did 
this take place? (MAIN) 

4. Lebanon’s electricity network collapsed Saturday after the two most 
important power stations ran out of _________, leaving private generators 
as the only source of power. 

5. Russian visitors are flocking to Serbia for what? (MAIN) 
6. What is telehealth? (NW) 
7. Just how many workers have returned since benefits were cut off won’t be 

clear until statewide hiring data for September is posted later this month. 
But as of August, the Seattle area was still roughly _____________ jobs 
down from two years earlier — and many experts think the recent surge in 
hiring will only close a fraction of that gap. (BUSINESS) 

8. Whether you’ve already returned to your workplace or will do so 
eventually, it’s a good idea to ask what steps your employer has taken to 
improve what? Why is asking this question important, especially during 
these times? (BUSINESS) 

9. Since its founding in 2010, GirlTrek has mobilized Black women and girls 
to walk as a demonstration of collective hope and healing. Black women 
are burdened with higher rates of obesity, heart disease, stress and 
trauma than any other demographic in the United States. GirlTrekkers 
reclaim what? (THE MIX) 

10. Ask locals about fall in Seattle and what emerges is a love story. Love for 
our foliage, love for our food, our fog, our football, even — especially! — 
love for our __________. (AT HOME IN THE NW) 

 


